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The redesigned CCRPI reporting system includes four components for elementary and middle schools and five for 

high schools:

 Content Mastery:  achievement of students in English language arts, math, science, and social studies

 Progress:  measures of growth in ELA and math that students have made relative to academically-similar 

students across Georgia, and a measure of the progress English-Learners are making towards English-

language proficiency

 Closing Gaps:  the extent to which all students and all student subgroups are meeting annual achievement 

improvement targets (based on Georgia Milestones)

 Readiness:  A measure of literacy, student attendance, and enrichment beyond core academic subjects in 

middle and elementary schools, while additionally including accelerated enrollment, pathway completion, and a 

demonstration of college and career readiness for high schools.

 Graduation (high schools only):  Four- and five-year adjusted cohort graduation rates.

Consistent with state law (O.C.G.A. § 20‐14‐33), CCRPI scores are reported on a 0-100 scale. All CCRPI 

components are also reported on a scale of 0-100.  To calculate a school’s CCRPI overall score, components are 

weighted and then combined. The table below details the weight of each component in overall CCRPI scores by 

grade band:

For more information about CCRPI, visit ccrpi.gadoe.org.

On October 25th, the Georgia Department of Education released the 2019 

Career and College Readiness Performance Index (CCRPI).  This is the second 

year of results under the redesigned CCRPI.

Elementary Middle High

Content Mastery 30% 30% 30%

Progress 35% 35% 30%

Closing Gaps 15% 15% 10%

Readiness 20% 20% 15%

Graduation Rate -- -- 15%

http://ccrpi.gadoe.org/
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Figure 1.  APS & State CCRPI Scores by Grade Band

APS received a 2019 overall district CCRPI score of 74.1, an increase from the 2018 score of 73.4.  

Additionally, APS narrowed the gap with the state (overall and at the elementary and high school levels) 

and surpassed the state’s middle school score.  Elementary and middle school scores decreased

slightly compared to 2018 (district and state), while high school scores increased.

Note:  component scores may not sum to overall score due to rounding
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Figure 2.  Average CCRPI Scores by Cluster

Seven of 11 clusters increased their average CCRPI scores compared to 2018, and three (North Atlanta, 

Grady, and Charter) exceeded the state’s overall CCRPI score of 75.9 and district overall CCRPI score of 

74.1.  The largest gains were in single-gender (BEST, CSK), North Atlanta, and Washington cluster schools.
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Figure 3.  Percentage of APS Students Making Typical or High Growth, End-of-

Grade

The percentage of students making 

typical or high growth on the ELA 

and Math End-of-Grade tests 

increased from 2018 in five of 10 

subjects / grades and remained flat 

in two more.  The greatest gains 

were in 6th grade ELA (+2 

percentage points compared to 

2018).

Compared to the state, APS had a 

greater percentage of students 

making typical or high growth in 

seven of 10 subjects / grades and 

matches the state in one more.  4th

grade ELA and 6th grade math were 

the only subjects in which APS 

trailed.

Student growth describes the 

amount of growth a student has 

demonstrated relative to 

academically-similar students from 

across the state.
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Figure 4.  Percentage of APS Students Making Typical or High Growth, End-of-

Course

The percentage of students making typical or high growth on the ELA and Math End-of-Course tests 

increased by 1 percentage point compared to 2018 in 9th Grade Literature, American Literature, and 

Geometry.  Algebra remained flat year-over-year.  APS trails the state slightly in the percentage of American 

Literature and Geometry students making typical or high growth.



7*This is the elementary school CCRPI score, which differs from the overall school score.  Grade band scores are aggregated to compute the overall score.

Table 1. Overall CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, Elementary Schools



8*This is the middle school CCRPI score, which differs from the overall school score.  Grade band scores are aggregated to compute the overall score.

Table 2. Overall CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, Middle Schools

 14 of 26 APS schools serving 

grades 6-8 increased their middle 

school CCRPI scores compared to 

2018

 KIPP Vision (grades 6-8), Forrest 

Hill (grades 6-8), and CSK (grades 

6-8) all had double-digit increases

 13 schools exceeded the state 

middle school average of 72.1:  

o Six greater than 80:  Inman, 

KIPP Vision (grades 6-8), 

Sutton, Drew Secondary 

(grades 6-8), Westside (grades 

6-8), KIPP STRIVE (grades 6-

8)

o Wesley (grades 6-8), CSK 

(grades 6-8), ANCS Middle, 

Kindezi (grades 6-8), Classical 

(grades 6-8), Bunche, BEST 

(grades 6-8)



9*This is the high school CCRPI score, which differs from the overall school score.  Grade band scores are aggregated to compute the overall score.

Table 3.  Overall CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, High Schools

 11 of 17 APS schools serving 

grades 9-12 increased their high 

school CCRPI scores compared to 

2018

 Forrest Hill (grades 9-12), Carver 

STEAM, and Jackson HS all had 

double-digit increases

 Five schools exceeded the state 

high school average of 77.0:  

Classical (grades 9-12), Grady, 

North Atlanta, Jackson HS, and 

Drew Secondary (grades 9-12)
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Table 4.  Overall CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, Multi-Level Schools

This view shows the overall (single) 

CCRPI score for schools that serve 

multiple grade bands.



11*For schools serving multiple grade bands, only results from grades K-5 are included.

Table 5.  2019 CCRPI Components, Elementary Schools



12*For schools serving multiple grade bands, only results from grades 6-8 are included.

Table 6.  2019 CCRPI Components, Middle Schools



13*For schools serving multiple grade bands, only results from grades 9-12 are included.

Table 7.  2019 CCRPI Components, High Schools
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Appendix

 2019 score and change from 2018 by school, component

 2019 scores sorted by score, by change
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Table A1.  2019 CCRPI Components and Change from 2018, Elementary 

Schools (A-H)

*For schools serving multiple grade bands, only results from grades K-5 are included.
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Table A2.  2019 CCRPI Components and Change from 2018, Elementary 

Schools (J-Z)

*For schools serving multiple grade bands, only results from grades K-5 are included.
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Table A3.  2019 CCRPI Components and Change from 2018, Middle Schools

*For schools serving multiple grade bands, only results from grades 6-8 are included.
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Table A4.  2019 CCRPI Components and Change from 2018, High Schools

*For schools serving multiple grade bands, only results from grades 9-12 are included.
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Table A5. Overall CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, by score

*For schools serving multiple grade bands, the overall (single) score is included.

Hillside and KIPP Soul Primary did not receive CCRPI scores for 2019.
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Table A6. Overall CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, by change

*For schools serving multiple grade bands, the overall (single) score is included.

Hillside and KIPP Soul Primary did not receive CCRPI scores for 2019.

 48 of 87 schools increased their CCRPI scores compared to 2018
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Table A7. Elementary School CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, by score

 19 schools exceeded the 

state average of 77.1:  

o Six greater than 90:  

Morningside, 

Springdale, Drew, 

Brandon, Jackson ES, 

Smith

o Seven greater than 80:  

E. Rivers, Lin, Bolton, 

ANCS Elementary, 

Classical (grades K-5), 

Garden Hills, 

Centennial (grades K-5)

o KIPP WAYS Primary, 

Westside (grades K-5), 

Burgess, KIPP STRIVE 

(grade 5), West Manor, 

KIPP Vision Primary

*This is the elementary school CCRPI score, which differs from the overall school score.  Grade band scores are aggregated to compute the overall score.
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Table A8. Elementary School CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018, by change

 29 of 59 schools 

serving grades K-5 

increased their 

elementary school 

CCRPI scores 

compared to 2018.

 13 schools had 

double-digit increases 

compared to 2018:

o KIPP Vision 

Primary, KIPP 

WAYS Primary, 

Jones, KIPP 

STRIVE (grade 

5), Bolton, 

Hutchinson, 

Thomasville, 

Towns, E. Rivers, 

Humphries, 

Classical (grades 

K-5), Centennial 

(grades K-5), 

Garden Hills

*This is the elementary school CCRPI score, which differs from the overall school score.  Grade band scores are aggregated to compute the overall score.
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Table A9. Middle School CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018 (by score and 

by change)

*This is the middle school CCRPI score, which differs from the overall school score.  Grade band scores are aggregated to compute the overall score.
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Table A10. High School CCRPI Scores and Change from 2018 (by score and by 

change)

*This is the high school CCRPI score, which differs from the overall school score.  Grade band scores are aggregated to compute the overall score.


